ABSTRACT: Multi-rate control technology has important applications in rate control and video transmission. However, most existing methods do not give measure to improve the accuracy of the prediction model parameters. In this paper, we propose sample length adaptive prediction scheme for parameter Estimation in HEVC multi-dimensional rate control. We fully consider frame difference, and set the I frame insertion interval as the length of the sample, In the calculation of the process, according sliding window, bandwidth utilization and FR of last update time to change sample length. At the same time, we focus on how to choose the initial parameters of the video initially acutely moment. We believe such a study brings us a new knowledge into the topic of multi-dimensional rate control and video transmission. The experimental results show that our model-based solutions produce better video quality compared with correlation methods.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional rate conversion (change the quantization step size), spatial resolution (video size), time resolution (frame rate) to adjust the rate, so as to complete the video technology adaptive stream, which is called multi-dimensional rate control technology.
The most important of multi-dimensional rate control framework is the rate-constrained bit stream adaptation.
Wang [6] pointed PSNR and SAE are not good standard of multi-dimensional rate control. In recent years some researchers are trying to seek new method [7] -[15] to consistent with human visual perception characteristics.
Existing multi-dimensional rate control algorithms focus to enhance the precision of rate model and quality model. By and large, little attention has been paid to improve the accuracy of the prediction model parameters from the view point of real-time application.
To improve model parameter estimation accuracy, Sample length adaptive prediction scheme for parameter estimation in HEVC multi-dimensional rate control is presented in this paper.
As Q-STAR has high rate estimation accuracy and subjective visual effect, our method is based on the Q-STAR, aiming at the real-time transmission, and give a prediction framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses Q-STAR and parameter obtained. Section 3 describes process to obtain the parameters of sample adaptive. Finally we take the relevant experiments and conclude the paper.
Q-STAR AND PARAMETER OBTAINED
Y. Wang [4] proposed to use the single rate model and single quality model to describe the control framework for multi rate. The author puts forward rate model as follows: 
contains the features of sequence m. In order to find the optimum solution for the feature set and corresponding G that can minimize the prediction error and be generalizable to other sequences outside test sequences, we use the leave-one-out cross validation error (CVE) criterion applied in [9] .
Using this procedure, author found that four features,
η µ µ can accurately predict 3 quality model parameters.
Q-STAR method is based on whole video information to the calculate of video content information. And the video the content is time-varying in the practical application, Especially sharp change, the algorithm accuracy more serious decline.
The parameters of the model need the relevant content information to obtained, As shown in Figure  1 . A part of the content information can be obtained from the original video, such as the difference frames, some parameters can be obtained after coding, such as the original frame difference and the reconstructed frame, Before encoding is need to obtained the corresponding parameters, such as FR. Usually video information from the original can be obtained by off-line method, and the encoded frame information must be obtained by on-line method. 
PROCESS TO OBTAIN THE PARAMETERS OF SAMPLE ADAPTIVE
The key of parameter update is to determine the sample length (update time), and extract relevant information from the sample length, The optimal frame rate for the update time of video is predicted from the optimal frame rate for the present update time.
Before determining the sample length (update time), we do the analysis and consideration ofthe following:
(1) I frame coding efficiency is lower than the other frames, the actual coding efficiency of I-frame is far greater than the other frames, I frame is more, The video reconstruction quality is low, and stream fluctuates is frequently. In addition to motion vectors are obtained before I frame insertion. In addition, If I frame insert more frequently, it will get more obvious effect of the fault tolerance, scene change and random access. A) From 3.1We know that the sequences with high spatiotemporal resolution has low encoding frame rate, The more shorter of the interval of I-frame, The more is better of the effect. B) For the sequences with low spatiotemporal resolution has coding efficiency, if I frame interval set relatively large, the stream fluctuation will be slowing down, the transmission will be more conducive. As the frame rate is high, fault tolerance and random access is small.
(2) For sequence of change slowly, If assign a little sample, the estimated parameters is more accurate. If the sequence of dramatic changes assign a little sample, the estimation precision is high. it can be seen in Figure 3 , For the sequence of relatively more textural details and high low motion, the accuracy is to maximum of at length of 4. For sequences of lower spatiotemporal complexity, the estimation precision of the length of 14 to reach the maximum, This is because those sequence have more dramatic frame difference, if the sample use too much, the prediction efficiency decreases. For sequence with lower spatiotemporal complexity, little difference between frames, using the sample frame relatively can reduce errors and improve the prediction efficiency. To sum up, the sample update time has a significant correlation with I frame interval, We set update time sample as I-frame interval.
Different time of different sequences using different update period, as follows:
, For the sequence of high spatiotemporal complexity, p is relatively small, and the obtained sample is shorter, For the sequence of low spatiotemporal complexity, p is large, It means the I-frame interval is large, quality will be upgrade, it matches in front of analysis.
If the rate of consumption and the given rate are different of (N-1)-th I interval, It indicate that the inter-frame change quickly of (N-1)-th I frame interval, It would shorten the sample length to adapt to the change of scene, as follows 
CB
represents actual bandwidth consumption of (N-1)-th I interval.
Through the front analysis, The encoding rate and given rate are not the same in many cases, when the encoding rate reduced, the feedback term is large, the difference between 
is more large, the rate control of the former I-frame interval is not accurate, it need to short the sample values, which is consistent with the analysis.
We need to carefully consider the applicability of multi-dimensional rate control model for each frame. For instance, frames encoded with skip mode do not consume any bits. If such data frames were included into (N-1)-th I interval, it would obtain misleading model parameters and cause the detrimental fluctuation of the estimated model parameters. Hence, we further remove all data points that consumed zero bits in (N-1)-th I interval. As a result, L(N) must be further modified. 
It can be seen from the above formula, in the, If FR is small in previous update time frame, it means that skipping more serious, There is must be a lot skip frame,σ will be increase, this coincides with the analysis. If 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL RATE CONTROL PARAMETERS PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
We choose Q-STAR model and the sample length-adaptive prediction scheme. The detailed of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 8 . First according to bandwidth and space-time complexity to obtain initial parameters, In our multi-dimensional rate control, we set the I frame insertion interval as the length of the sample, in the process of calculation according to the sliding window and the bandwidth utilization rate of previous update time, FR of previous update time to dynamically change the sample length, According to the change of the sample length to obtain the model parameters, and then obtain the optimal solution.
Multi-dimensional rate control of our proposed rate control, include model parameters prediction update, parameters update, coding, samples update and sample length of the update.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND CONCLUDE
Our algorithm is based on HM12.0 R-lambda model, This algorithm compares this with HM12.0 algorithm and Q-STAR, in order to achieve fairness and rationality, in the course of the experiment, we obtained the optimal initial QP according to the literature algorithm [28] , The settings were exactly the same for fair comparisons. Experiments were conducted with a typical group of pictures structure of IPPP, we take CIF format in the experiment process, meanwhile we use the same bandwidth. We use 5 series as section 3.1. The experimental results take second as the basic unit, we take averaged result per unit of time.
Quality comparison
Seen from the experiment, As can be seen from the picture, the results is better than the results of HM12.0, the experimental results of HM12.0, quality will be significant fluctuations in a certain period of time, it is because of the periodic I frame in HEVC R-L model, In order to improve quality, I-frame distribution corresponding give more rate in the model of HM12.0 Rate control.
Sequences claire has lower spatiotemporal complexity, so Q-SATR can also achieve good results, For video sequences have relatively high textural details and high motion, such as football, soccer, As the rate limiting, quality decline, Here we found that for complex image increase with time Q-SATR rate control, coding performance will degrade. This circumstance does not occur in our algorithm, our algorithm has excellent adaptability. Figure 4 -5 shows the bandwidth ratio consumption, compared to HM 12.0, STAR is closer to the given bandwidth, For the sequence of the little changes, Q-STAR, HM12.0 consumption rate is quite same, For the sequence of the dramatic changes, Q-STAR algorithm consumption rate is less than HM12.0, Our algorithm is similar with Q-STAR algorithm. 
Bandwidth consumption

